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Chinese travelers  are flocking the UK after the Brexit vote, due to favorable exchange rates  of the depreciated pound

 
By DANNY PARISI

Chinese travelers' spending on luxury goods in the United Kingdom rose significantly after the country voted to
leave the European Union.

This data comes from Fung Global's new report on Chinese travelers in the U.K. The report found that the number of
visitors from China to the U.K. has steadily increased over the years and Chinese spending on luxury goods while
abroad saw a sharp increase in the wake of the Brexit vote and the subsequent depreciation of the British pound.

"This is no longer simply about the move to ecommerce. Even the highest-end luxury brands now admit they must
offer their products for sale online," said Deborah Weinswig, managing director of Fung Global Retail &
Technology, New York. "It is  about meaningful and permanent shifts in how and where shoppers buy luxury goods."

T ravelers  abroadT ravelers  abroad

After the U.K. voted to leave the European Union, uncertainty sent the British pound spiraling.

While the citizens of the U.K. were still reeling over the surprise win for the Leave campaign, international travelers
seized on the opportunity, with the depreciated currency making the country a more attractive destination for tourists.

Additionally, the depreciated pound has meant that spending while abroad in Britain has become more appealing as
well. Among no group is this more prevalent than the Chinese traveler, a frequently studied group in luxury research
given their propensity for making large purchases while abroad.
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Favorable exchange rates are fueling the surge in travel

In 2015, 325,000 Chinese residents traveled to the U.K., an increase of almost 40 percent from the previous year.
However, in 2016 growth was negative for the first half, but after the Brexit referendum, travel increased.

In September, Chinese travelers increased their tax-free spending in the U.K. by 25 percent. During China's 2016
Golden Week in October, spending jumped an additional 58 percent while the number of transactions rose by 30
percent, suggesting both more purchases and larger baskets.

Travel from China to the U.K. remained strong from Golden Week until the end of the year, particularly around the
holiday shopping season.

The average Chinese traveler spent $1,783 in the U.K. last year, as opposed to just $1,678 in 2015.

Depreciation
The global luxury market is expected to bounce back this year with predicted growth of 2 to 4 percent, according to a
new joint report from Altagamma and Bain & Company.

This growth can be attributed to a healthy desire for luxury goods from Chinese consumers, many of whom buy their
luxury products internationally. Additionally, increased consumer confidence in Europe is also driving luxury's
growth (see story).

The United States will likely also feel some of the benefits, with more Chinese travelers spending there as well. This
will be helped along by the recent introduction of popular Chinese mobile payment services WeChat Pay and Alipay
to North America.

The number of visitors from China has increased

The move comes at the behest of Citcon, a cross-border commerce company, China Luxury Advisors and The
Momentum Group, a marketing agency that works with WeChat. Together, the three are hoping that Chinese travelers
will soon be able to use WeChat Pay and Alipay while abroad in the United States, easing the purchase of
international luxury goods (see story).

While Brexit may still be a large question mark for the U.K., it is  an exclamation point for Chinese travelers looking
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for luxury goods while traveling abroad.

"Empowered by connectivity, luxury shoppers enjoy a profusion of choice and are equipped with more knowledge
than ever. In this e-book, we explore how luxury shopping is changing," Fung Global Retail & Technology's Ms.
Weinswig said.
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